Assemble and Duval Timothy in collaboration with Demond Melancon and the Material Institute, New Orleans

Tufting Gun Tapestries

*Unless otherwise noted, all works 2019 and are courtesy the artists

1. Daquine Jahireen Hebert
   The Yurse
   Tufted sculpture, recycled yarn
   Artist’s sketchbook

2. Daquine Jahireen Hebert
   Rainforest Burning
   Tufted sculpture with recycled felt and yarn

3. Tahi Pierre
   Think
   Tufted fabric

4. Sarah Hernandez
   Blanco: Driving Your Own Destiny
   Tufted tapestry and steering wheel
   Artist’s sketchbook

5. Angel Walker
   Untitled
   Wearable tufted sculpture
   Artist’s sketchbook

6. Bilal Hankins
   Crescent
   Tufted rug

7. Bilal Hankins
   Moon
   Tufted rug

8. Bilal Hankins
   Anarchy
   Tufted sculpture, wood, and spray paint

9. Ian Jones
   Lucy
   Tufted tapestry

10. Cody Gallegos
    Harry Clarke Vest
    Tufted garment

11. Diondra Robinson
    Novem Samuri
    Tufted leg pieces on handmade 8 in. geta sandals
    Artist’s sketchbook

12. Jalisa Riels
    Untitled
    Tufted patches on clothing

13. The Tufting Gun Tapestries Process
    Archival documents, photographs, yarn, and tufting equipment

14. Christopher Maya
    Vortex Through Space
    Tufted sculpture

15. David Neco
    Untitled
    Tufted fabric

16. Compton III
    Parish Values
    Chaps, leather belt, natural dyed cloth
    Artist’s sketchbook

17. Logan Jackson
    Parish Values
    Chaps, leather belt, natural dyed cloth
    Artist’s sketchbook

18. Face Faulkner
    Amazon
    Hand-dyed tufted tapestry
    Artist’s sketchbook

19. Assemble, Duval Timothy, Demond Melancon, and Material Institute
    The Tent
    Tufted tapestry on hand-dyed fabric

20. Tysean Riles
    Tufted Pillows
    Yarn, fabric, stuffing

21. Material Institute
    Tufting experiments
    Yarn and fabric

22. Material Institute Beginnings
    Photographs

23. Duval Timothy, Maria Lisogorskaya,
    Tufting Gun Tapestries Soundtrack
    Single-channel sound installation, 13:25 min.
    Field recordings at the Material Institute, New Orleans

24. Material World
    Single-channel video with sound, 3 min.
    Direction and Commission: Crafts Magazine, UK
    Footage and Edit: Riley Teahan @rileyteahan
    SS2020
    Single-channel video with sound, 2:53 min.
    Direction and Edit: Jarred Dearmas
    Models: Kobi @kobi.green, Starr @sstroyed, Honey @honeyloxx
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For more information, visit arts.uchicago.edu/logan/gallery